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1.

ASSESSMENT CORRECTIONS

OVERVIEW
There are two instances where changes are made to a completed assessment roll. The first is corrections
made during the office review period after assessment notices are mailed and before Board of Equalization
(BOE) opens. The other is as the result of a Board of Equalization (BOE) appeal decision.

SPECIAL AUTHORITY
Users of the Property system are granted authority to perform their jobs. This is done through the CAI
Authority program, and allows an administrator to decide which users are given the right to perform
various functions. The typical authority levels will allow users to work only in rolls that are currently open.
Closing a roll does not prevent them from looking at it, but it does stop them from making any changes.
One or more administrative people will also be granted special authority, allowing them to work in both
open and closed rolls. This authority should be granted to a limited number of people for very specific
reasons, and possibly even for limited periods of time.
Users with special authority also have special responsibilities. They are accountable for changes made to a
closed roll, and have to be very aware of which roll they are working on.
NOTE: ......It is important that any user with special authority prevent anyone else from using their user ID and
password. No one without permission to do so should be using a special authority sign-on.
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2.

ASSESSMENT CORRECTIONS

PRIMARY ROLL
The year-based Property system has been designed to allow work to begin on next year’s primary roll
without having to wait for current year changes to be finished. The current year can be locked down to
anyone without a high level of permissions, and data is copied forward so appraisers can start on the next
year’s reappraisal workload.
An alternative method is available since some users prefer to make all value changes before copying to the
next year.

METHOD SELECTION
Review the following two options and decide which works best for your county. The option you pick will determine how you
make all assessment corrections for the current year's primary roll. Once you start making corrections, you are locked into
that option.
There is no right or wrong to either method. Depending on how your office is structured, you may find that one method
suits your needs better than the other. If you are uncertain which to use, or are considering changing, feel free to contact
our Help Desk to discuss your requirements.

Intended Method
Refer to Intended Method on page 2-2 for processing steps

With the intended method, the primary roll is copied to next year soon after assessment notices are built. Corrections and
BOE changes are made on next year’s data, and values are manually updated in the current year. Reappraisal work can begin
for the next year any time after the copy is done.
This requires a few more steps, but allows for an earlier start on next year’s work. It also allows you to keep a more detailed
history of the value changes (you can easily see the original assessment, corrections to it, and resulting BOE changes).

Alternative Method
Refer to Alternative Method on page 2-4 for processing steps

Using an alternative approach, the primary roll is not copied to next year until you finish making all corrections and BOE
changes. Any primary roll changes made will affect the current year’s taxable value so next year’s reappraisal data entry
cannot start until after BOE is complete.
This is a simpler method, but does have its drawbacks. You won’t have the historical record of value changes, reappraisal
work can’t start as early, and the roll may not be closed so users have to be careful to only make changes resulting from
corrections and appeals.
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ASSESSMENT CORRECTIONS

INTENDED METHOD
Skip this section if you are using the Alternative Method

2A1.

Close Roll
Refer to Time Tables documentation for additional information

If you have not already done so, the roll should be closed once assessment notices are finished and ready to be mailed. This
prohibits anyone without special authority from changing anything, assuring that the roll matches the information sent out
on the assessment notices.
2A2.

Copy Parcels to Next Year
Refer to Copy Processing documentation, Primary Copy section, for additional information

All primary copy processing must be completed before beginning the following steps.
2A3.

Parcel Value Changes
Complete the following steps on each parcel that needs to be updated.

 VALUE CHANGE
1.

Property Year ................................ Make value changes in the next property year
IMPORTANT
Be sure to make the value change in the next property year. This preserves the current year
data to reflect the original assessment and, more importantly, makes sure the changes will
apply to the next and future years.

2.

Update Parcel ................................ Select the parcel's Property Master and update each characteristic needing a
change
● Calculate Values............. Click OK button to save changes and calculate values; Cancel to

exit
● Verify Results ................. Click on Valuation tab and verify results

3.

Verify Parcel Changes .................... Check the values on the Property Master panel to make sure all changes have been
made

 UPDATE VALUATION RECORDS
The following steps are the same whether the value change is the result of a correction or an appeal. The difference is in the
valuation method that will be selected.
NOTE
1.
2.

Special authority is required to work in the current property year because it is now closed

Property Year ................................ Update valuation records in the current property year
Update Parcel ................................ Select the parcel's Property Master and update each characteristic as needed
● You should receive a message stating that the roll is closed and that you have special

authority; click OK button to continue
● Characteristic Suffix ....... In grid at top, select characteristic record that needs updated

A.

Update Value Records ........... Click on Valuation tab to add and/or edit records; if a value record already exists for
the method you are entering (a correction has already been made, for example,
and you want to enter another correction), update the existing entry for that type
rather than add another one
● Add Record .................... Click Add Characteristic Value button
○ Method...................... Click icon next to Valuation Method field; on the window that

opens, highlight the new Valuation Method and click Select
button. If you are doing BOE changes and “BOE” is not in the dropdown list, refer to Time Table documentation and check the BOE
date. Extend that date if it has passed and you are still entering
BOE changes.
○ Value ......................... Enter new Assessed Value
○ Acres.......................... Update Acreage if applicable
○ Done .......................... Click Add button to add new value record; Cancel button to exit
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● Edit Record ................... Click Edit Characteristic Value button
○ Status ........................ Change status of prior value to Inactive, and new value to Active,

by clicking Status field and selecting from dropdown list. Each
category can have only one active value record at a time, except
for urban renewal which has an active base and an active
increment record for each category).
○ Value ......................... If record was manually added (rather than automatically created
by application), its value can be edited if needed
○ Done .......................... Click OK button to accept change; Delete button to delete
unwanted records (only manually added records can be deleted);
then click X in upper-right corner to exit

B.
C.

Verify Results......................... Make sure each record has the correct status, and that your changes have been
made as expected
Done ...................................... Click OK button to save changes and calculate values

 FINALIZE VALUES & EXEMPTIONS
Other processes may be affected by parcel changes that occur after a roll has been finalized. All parcels that are created,
updated or deleted/inactivated should be reviewed to make sure the following processes have been updated when
applicable.
1. Urban Renewal Base Value ........... Must be reviewed and adjusted if the parcel is in an urban renewal area and it had
category and/or value change
● Base values must be changed in both the current and next year
● After making any base value changes, characteristic values must be recalculated to

properly allocate base and increment values

2.

Homeowner’s Exemption .............. Must be recalculated if the parcel had category and/or value change
● Recalculate exemption in current property year
● Recalculate exemption only for the parcel being changed - do not run batch calculate

process

3.

Personal Property Exemption ....... Must be recalculated if one or more asset(s) were updated in any way OR market
value was calculated for any reason
● Recalculate exemption in current property year
● Recalculate exemption only for the application containing the parcel being changed - do

not run batch calculate process
IMPORTANT
Changes to one parcel can affect a taxpayer’s total exemption amount, as well as the spread
of that amount to parcels associated with the taxpayer. Even if you only update assets on one
parcel, for example, you may need to send corrected assessment notices on all of the
taxpayer’s parcels. An appeal on one parcel could result in taxable value changes on parcels
that are not appealed.

4.

New Construction Value ............... Must be reviewed and updated as needed if the parcel had any change that will
affect its new construction value

5.

Circuit Breaker .............................. Must be reviewed and updated as needed in the parcel is part of a Circuit Breaker
application

● Update new construction in current property year

● Update Circuit Breaker in the current property year

 ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Refer to Assessment Notices documentation, Print a Corrected Notice section, for additional information
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ASSESSMENT CORRECTIONS

ALTERNATIVE METHOD
Skip this section if you are using the Intended Method

2B1.

Close Roll
Refer to Time Tables documentation for additional information

If you have not already done so, the roll should be closed once assessment notices are finished and ready to be mailed. This
prohibits anyone without special authority from changing anything, assuring that the roll matches the information sent out
on the assessment notices.
NOTE

2B2.

We recommend closing the roll to prevent unauthorized or accidental changes; however, it is possible to
postpone this step and leave the roll open until reaching the Copy Parcels to Next Year step below. If the roll
is left open, make sure tight controls are in place to maintain the integrity of the roll.

Parcel Value Changes
Complete the following steps on each parcel that needs to be updated.

 VALUE CHANGE
1.
2.

Property Year ................................ Make value changes in the current property year
Update Parcel ................................ Select the parcel's Property Master and update each characteristic needing a
change
● Calculate Values............. Click OK button to save changes and calculate values; Cancel to

exit
● Verify Results ................. Click on Valuation tab and verify results

3.

Verify Parcel Changes .................... Check the values on the Property Master panel to make sure all changes have been
made

 UPDATE VALUATION RECORDS
The following steps are the same whether the value change is the result of a correction or an appeal. The difference is in the
valuation method that will be selected.
NOTE
1.

Special authority is required to work in the current property year because it is now closed

Property Year ................................ Update valuation records in the current property year
● Correction and BOE valuation records are applicable to the current year only and are not

copied to the next year

2.

Update Parcel ................................ Select the parcel's Property Master and update each characteristic as needed
● You should receive a message stating that the roll is closed and that you have special

authority; click OK button to continue
● Characteristic Suffix ....... In grid at top, select characteristic record that needs updated

A.

Update Value Records ........... Click on Valuation tab to add and/or edit records; if a value record already exists for
the method you are entering (a correction has already been made, for example,
and you want to enter another correction), update the existing entry for that type
rather than add another one
● Add Record .................... Click Add Characteristic Value button
○ Method...................... Click icon next to Valuation Method field; on the window that

opens, highlight the new Valuation Method and click Select
button. If you are doing BOE changes and “BOE” is not in the dropdown list, refer to Time Table documentation and check the BOE
date. Extend that date if it has passed and you are still entering
BOE changes.
○ Value ......................... Enter new Assessed Value
○ Acres.......................... Update Acreage if applicable
○ Done .......................... Click Add button to add new value record; Cancel button to exit
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● Edit Record .................... Click Edit Characteristic Value button
○ Status ........................ Change status of prior value to Inactive, and new value to Active,

by clicking Status field and selecting from dropdown list. Each
category can have only one active value record at a time, except
for urban renewal which has an active base and an active
increment record for each category).
○ Value ......................... If record was manually added (rather than automatically created
by application), its value can be edited if needed
○ Done .......................... Click OK button to accept change; Delete button to delete
unwanted records (only manually added records can be deleted);
then click X in upper-right corner to exit

B.
C.

Verify Results......................... Make sure each record has the correct status, and that your changes have been
made as expected
Done ...................................... Click OK button to save changes and calculate values

 FINALIZE VALUES & EXEMPTIONS
Other processes may be affected by parcel changes that occur after a roll has been finalized. All parcels that are created,
updated or deleted/inactivated should be reviewed to make sure the following processes have been updated when
applicable.
1. Urban Renewal Base Value ........... Must be reviewed and adjusted if the parcel is in an urban renewal area and it had
category and/or value change
● Base values must be changed in both the current and next year
● After making any base value changes, characteristic values must be recalculated to

properly allocate base and increment values

2.

Homeowner’s Exemption .............. Must be recalculated if the parcel had category and/or value change
● Recalculate exemption in current property year
● Recalculate exemption only for the parcel being changed - do not run batch calculate

process

3.

Personal Property Exemption ....... Must be recalculated if one or more asset(s) were updated in any way OR market
value was calculated for any reason
● Recalculate exemption in current property year
● Recalculate exemption only for the application containing the parcel being changed - do

not run batch calculate process
IMPORTANT
Changes to one parcel can affect a taxpayer’s total exemption amount, as well as the spread
of that amount to parcels associated with the taxpayer. Even if you only update assets on one
parcel, for example, you may need to send corrected assessment notices on all of the
taxpayer’s parcels. An appeal on one parcel could result in taxable value changes on parcels
that are not appealed.

4.

New Construction Value ............... Must be reviewed and updated as needed if the parcel had any change that will
affect its new construction value

5.

Circuit Breaker .............................. Must be reviewed and updated as needed in the parcel is part of a Circuit Breaker
application

● Update new construction in current property year

● Update Circuit Breaker in the current property year

 ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Refer to Assessment Notices documentation, Print a Corrected Notice section, for additional information

2B3.

Copy Parcels to Next Year
Refer to Copy Processing documentation, Primary Copy section, for additional information

All primary copy processing must be completed.
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SUBSEQUENT ROLLS
Subsequent roll data is not copied to the next year until after all changes have been made so there is only
one method for both the first and second subsequent roll value changes.
The steps in this section apply to both subsequent rolls.

3A1.

Close Roll
Refer to Time Tables documentation for additional information

If you have not already done so, the roll should be closed once assessment notices are finished and ready to be mailed. This
prohibits anyone without special authority from changing anything, assuring that the roll matches the information sent out
on the assessment notices.
NOTE

3A2.

We recommend closing the roll to prevent unauthorized or accidental changes; however, it is possible to
postpone this step and leave the roll open until reaching the Copy Parcels to Next Year step below. If the roll
is left open, make sure tight controls are in place to maintain the integrity of the roll.

Parcel Value Changes
Complete the following steps on each parcel that needs to be updated.

 VALUE CHANGE
1.
2.

Property Year ................................ Make value changes in the current property year
Update Parcel ................................ Select the parcel's Property Master and update each characteristic needing a
change
● Calculate Values............. Click OK button to save changes and calculate values; Cancel to

exit
● Verify Results ................. Click on Valuation tab and verify results

3.

Verify Parcel Changes .................... Check the values on the Property Master panel to make sure all changes have been
made

 UPDATE VALUATION RECORDS
The following steps are the same whether the value change is the result of a correction or an appeal. The difference is in the
valuation method that will be selected.
NOTE
1.

Special authority is required to work in the current property year because it is now closed

Property Year ................................ Update valuation records in the current property year
● Correction and BOE valuation records are applicable to the current year only and are not

copied to the next year

2.

Update Parcel ................................ Select the parcel's Property Master and update each characteristic as needed
● You should receive a message stating that the roll is closed and that you have special

authority; click OK button to continue
● Characteristic Suffix ....... In grid at top, select characteristic record that needs updated

A.

Update Value Records ........... Click on Valuation tab to add and/or edit records; if a value record already exists for
the method you are entering (a correction has already been made, for example,
and you want to enter another correction), update the existing entry for that type
rather than add another one
● Add Record .................... Click Add Characteristic Value button
○ Method...................... Click icon next to Valuation Method field; on the window that

opens, highlight the new Valuation Method and click Select
button. If you are doing BOE changes and “BOE” is not in the dropdown list, refer to Time Table documentation and check the BOE
date. Extend that date if it has passed and you are still entering
BOE changes.
○ Value ......................... Enter new Assessed Value
○ Acres.......................... Update Acreage if applicable
○ Done .......................... Click Add button to add new value record; Cancel button to exit
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● Edit Record .................... Click Edit Characteristic Value button
○ Status ........................ Change status of prior value to Inactive, and new value to Active,

by clicking Status field and selecting from dropdown list. Each
category can have only one active value record at a time, except
for urban renewal which has an active base and an active
increment record for each category).
○ Value ......................... If record was manually added (rather than automatically created
by application), its value can be edited if needed
○ Done .......................... Click OK button to accept change; Delete button to delete
unwanted records (only manually added records can be deleted);
then click X in upper-right corner to exit

B.
C.

Verify Results......................... Make sure each record has the correct status, and that your changes have been
made as expected
Done ...................................... Click OK button to save changes and calculate values

 FINALIZE VALUES & EXEMPTIONS
Other processes may be affected by parcel changes that occur after a roll has been finalized. All parcels that are created,
updated or deleted/inactivated should be reviewed to make sure the following processes have been updated when
applicable.
1. Urban Renewal Base Value ........... Must be reviewed and adjusted if the parcel is in an urban renewal area and it had
category and/or value change
● Base values must be changed in both the current and next year
● After making any base value changes, characteristic values must be recalculated to

properly allocate base and increment values

2.

Homeowner’s Exemption .............. Must be recalculated if the parcel had category and/or value change
● Recalculate exemption in current property year
● Recalculate exemption only for the parcel being changed - do not run batch calculate

process

3.

Personal Property Exemption ....... Must be recalculated if one or more asset(s) were updated in any way OR market
value was calculated for any reason
● Recalculate exemption in current property year and assessment roll
● Recalculate exemption only for the application containing the parcel being changed - do

not run batch calculate process
IMPORTANT
Changes to one parcel can affect a taxpayer’s total exemption amount, as well as the spread
of that amount to parcels associated with the taxpayer. Even if you only update assets on one
parcel, for example, you may need to send corrected assessment notices on all of the
taxpayer’s parcels. An appeal on one parcel could result in taxable value changes on parcels
that are not appealed.

 ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Refer to Assessment Notices documentation, Print a Corrected Notice section, for additional information

3A3.

Copy Parcels to Next Year
Refer to Copy Processing documentation, End of Year Copy section, for additional information

All end of year copy processing must be completed.
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